TOTAL PAINT &
WHEEL PROTECTION
Authorised Service Centres
Mitsubishi
20 Leng Kee Road S(159094)
Tel: 6470 8688

Benefits
Easy maintenance
Efficient guard against harsh environmental conditions
Extremely thin (0.5 micron), durable and hard-wearing
see-through layer
Hydrophobic layer
Prevents oxidation of paintwork and improves chemical
and mechanical resistance
Protects original showroom shine and enhances
the paint’s colour brilliance
Short application time

Price
Car Size

Car Models

Total Paint
Protection

Wheel
Protection

MITSUBISHI
Attrage, Colt, Colt Plus,
iCar, Lancer GLX
Compact

KIA
Picanto, Rio

$483

CITROËN
C4, C4 Coupe, C5,
DS4, DS5
MITSUBISHI
Grandis, Outlander,
Pajero
Large

KIA
Stinger, Carens, Carnival,
Sorento, Sportage
CITROËN
C4 Picasso, Grand C4
Picasso, C6

Prices include 7% GST.

330 Ubi Road 3 S(408650)
Tel: 6746 1000
Kia
241 Alexandra Road S(159931)
Tel: 6427 8800

BECAUSE

SH*T
HAPPENS

209 Pandan Gardens S(609339)
Tel: 6568 4555
600 Sin Ming Avenue S(575733)
Tel: 6932 8000

Citroën
20 Leng Kee Road S(159094)
Tel: 6470 8600

MITSUBISHI
ASX, Lancer EX,
Eclipse Cross
KIA
Cerato Forte, Forte K3,
Koup, Optima K5, Soul,
Niro

600 Sin Ming Avenue S(575733)
Tel: 6932 8000

330 Ubi Road 3 S(408650)
Tel: 6746 1000

$418

CITROËN
C1, C3, C3 Aircross, C4
Cactus, DS 3

Medium

209 Pandan Gardens S(609339)
Tel: 6568 4555

$100 (a set of
4 pieces)

Body & Paint Centre
209 Pandan Gardens
Cycle & Carriage Auto Hub, S(609339)
Tel: 6568 4501
Customer Assistance: 6471 9111
Email: CustomerAssistanceCentre@cyclecarriage.com.sg

$568

For 24/7 Roadside Assistance: 6475 9500
For more information on aftersales services and hassle-free booking,
please log on to www.aftersales.cyclecarriage.com.sg
Printed in January 2019

Revolutionary Protection
Against Pollutants And
Harsh Environments
Body

INTRODUCTION
Originally developed for the luxury yacht market as a specialist
paint-polymer protection product, ZertonaTM has been successfully
tested, trialled and used by worldwide OEM manufacturers and
distributors. Customers include companies at the forefront of the
automotive, marine and aviation industries. It is developed in the
USA and Europe, and manufactured in the UK.

Total Paint Protection

Using a high tech sealant, your vehicle is safely protected
through a tough, durable, water beading ceramic barrier to
paintwork and plastics from these atmospheric pollutants:

Headlamps
Creates a water beading surface for easy cleaning and
maintenance
Eliminates hazing in the clear plastic lenses of headlamps
Remains clear for full driving visibility at night

Acid Rain
Oils

Bird Lime
Salts

Exhaust Fumes
UV Rays

ZertonaTM provides long lasting hydrophobic coating for paint,
plastic trims and headlamps. Its sealant forms a tough, durable,
water beading ceramic barrier to paintwork, as well as to plastics.
This increases the depth of gloss of your vehicle and enhances the
paint’s colour brilliance, while protecting the paint and plastic
surfaces against acid rain and atmospheric pollutants. The perfect
solution for busy executives, all that is needed after your vehicle is
coated is a regular hand wash and dry to return to its original
showroom shine.

Wheel Protection
Bare alloy or lacquered rims can quickly become stained with
brown brake dust. This dust may be hot and can bake itself into the
rim, leaving a brown, corrosion-like stain. ZertonaTM is designed to
reduce this, and assists with easy cleaning of the wheels. With
ambient cured, low surface energy coating, it reduces hot brake
dust from sticking onto the rims and provides a permanent and
corrosion-resistant finish for alloys. Cleaning is also incredibly
simple – dirt falls off with a jet wash.

Frequency
Your vehicle’s paint is made up of soft compounds that are
vulnerable to physical and chemical wear and tear. To keep your
vehicle in pristine condition and avoid spending extra on re-polishing
or correcting your vehicle’s paintwork, we recommend that you bring
your vehicle in once a year for the total paint protection service.

Wheel

A layer of liquid ceramic coating is applied, effectively protecting your wheels from
harmful elements, assisting in easy cleaning of the wheels and reducing the following:

Contamination from general road grime
Eliminates chemical attack from cleaning
fluids that degrade the surface

Hot brake dust pitting the surface
Oil stains
Road tar from sticking

